An Overview of the Options Available for Practical Activities in Distributed Computing
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I. INTRODUCTION

Practical activities in computer science often require a computer. For this purpose, lab rooms feature computers, roughly one for each student in the room. High-performance, parallel and distributed computing is particular in a sense that it requires several computers for each student. In this paper, we will examine several solutions that can be used for training in high-performance computing and distributed systems to provide students with realistic conditions for practical activities.

We enumerate different solutions that we have used with our students at both undergraduate and graduate level, their feasibility (from both practical and administrative points of view) and how realistic the result is.

II. CATEGORIES OF USE-CASES FOR PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES

Labs involving a distributed system can be divided into two categories: those about using a distributed system, and those about making a distributed system. Their expectations and how they use the distributed system determines what they can use to have a realistic feeling, i.e. how the lab platform can make the students feel like they are using something close to a real system.

A. Using a distributed system

When students are using a distributed system, they have access to a set of resources that communicate together. For instance, distributed, parallel programming (such as MPI programming) and cloud computing (Hadoop and other MapReduce implementations, NoSQL databases..) require using a set of computation resources and a middleware that orchestrates them.

B. Distributed system programming

Distributed system programming includes programming applications that execute on several machines: client-server applications, network programming, implementation of distributed algorithms... Some of them might require that only one instance of each process is executed on a given machine: for instance, if all the processes are using the same network port, if they need to use a central program such as RPC’s portmapper...

C. Distributed system administration

III. COMPARISON CRITERIA

A. Realistic performance
B. Realistic procedures and system
C. Feedback latency

The last criterion we are considering is how quickly the students get feedback for their work.

IV. SOLUTIONS COMPARED

A. Running multiple processes on a single machine

In lab rooms, students work on a computer. The simplest idea is to run multiple processes on a single computer. Only one machine is needed, and all the operations are performed on it.

Even though it is the simplest implementation, this solution is not very realistic. If the number of processes executed by the distributed system is larger than the number of cores available on the machine, the system will be (partially) sequentialized. Moreover, some systems might need to access resources for which only one instance is available on the machine, e.g. ports or IO devices, will cause conflicts between the processes.

B. Virtualization

TODO

for instance, Marionnet - Realistic - Performance issues (citation Ben HPDC 2006)

C. Using the cluster

- Most realistic for HPC, not the other ones - Queuing issue
- Asynchronous submissions: not sure when the result will arrive, even with queues w/ higher priority - Non-interactive
D. Virtual, teaching cluster

Dedicated resources - better than the previous solution - performance issue, depends on the virtualization solution - cost!

E. Renting resources on a cloud (like EC2)

- realistic - performent - cost - administrative mayhem

F. Using the computers of the lab room

- performance vary with usage - not always root

G. Using a cluster of single board computers

V. CONCLUSION
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